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Companies are being constantly challenged to enhance competitiveness in manufacturing by 

reducing costs, enhance productivity and thereby, build a sustainable competitive advantage. 

In addition, companies will also have to keep abreast of the evolving Technologies, Paradigm shifts 

in operations, dynamically evolving Business Models, and adopt a highly structured approach to 

manage innovation, in order to achieve sustainable growth.

To champion the cause of Productivity and enhancing competitiveness in the Indian manufacturing 

industry, Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA) is organizing the 12th edition of 

National Productivity Summit on 24-25 August 2018 at Chennai. The event showcases best practices 

in manufacturing through Enriching Keynotes, Live Case Study Presentations, Plant Visits, Success 

Stories and so on.

This summit brings out why companies should embrace an integrated approach to increase 

manufacturing productivity, and how to prepare their people, processes and technology as part of 

this journey of productivity excellence.

“Showcasing Competitiveness in Manufacturing”

Industry leaders will share their knowledge and expertise on various facets of manufacturing 

competitiveness.

Enriching Keynote Sessions

National Productivity 
Summit 2018 24 - 25 August 2018 

ITC Grand Chola, Chennai

o"Manufacturing Competitiveness - A 360  
perspective"
Mr. A.K. Taneja, 

Managing Director & CEO, 

Shriram Pistons & Rings 

 "IoT implementation in Indian 
manufacturing – The way forward"
Mr. Dattatri Salagame, Vice President & Head of 

Digital Business, Robert Bosch Engineering & 

Business Solutions

“Driving growth through 

Productivity"

Mr. V.N. Vijayaraghavan, 

Managing Director, IM Gears

"Innovative ways of improving paint shop 
productivity with positive impact on sustainability"

Mr. Abhay Dixit,

Senior General Manager, Mahindra & Mahindra, 

Farm Equipment Sector

"Knowledge is the source of wealth. Applied to tasks we already know, it becomes Productivity. Applied to
tasks that are new, it becomes Innovation" - Peter Drucker



This summit offers technical tours to delegates, which provides a unique opportunity to witness how 

productivity improvement projects are being translated into action.

Leading manufacturing companies open their doors to participants on 23 August 2018 to showcase 

best manufacturing practices and productivity improvements on their shop floor.

Pre-Summit Plant Visits (Thursday, 23 August 2018)

TOUR A  :  Royal Enfield & Rane Madras
TOUR B  :  Brakes India & UCAL Fuel Systems
TOUR C  : Bonfiglioli Transmission & Super Auto Forge

Products ManufacturedCompany 

Royal Enfield :     Motorcycles

Rane Madras :    Steering and Suspension Systems

Brakes India :    Braking Systems and associated parts

UCAL Fuel Systems :   Fuel Management Systems

Bonfiglioli Transmission :  Gear Motors

Super Auto Forge :   Warm & Cold Forging components

Witness Live Case Study Presentations on some of the best practices in 

manufacturing. The IMTMA - ACE MICROMATIC Productivity 

Championship Awards 2018 will recognize  and reward outstanding 

efforts from the shortlisted case studies of companies who have 

excelled in achieving superior performance and gives away cash prizes 

worth Rs. 10 Lakhs.

IMTMA - ACE MICROMATIC PRODUCTIVITY 
CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS 2018

Awards Sponsor

Ø Bajaj Auto, Akurdi  - Cylinder head Productivity improvement with minimal capital 
 investment

Low Pressure Die Casting is a common process used in volume production in the automotive 

industry. When volumes increase, an option is to increase the number of machines or cavities in a 

Die. While increasing the number of cavities is an obvious choice, several difficulties arise. Bajaj Auto 

will share in their case study, the types of challenges faced and how they addressed them through 

intelligent design thinking.

Ø Hero Motocorp, Haridwar - SMED to ZERO minute change-over in Press shop

Hero Motocorp were challenged by the introduction of new models of motor cycles. Each model 

had its own design of fuel tanks. This would necessitate separate Dies for burring operations, as 

profiles were different. Investment for Dies and loss due to set up change time during production in 

press shop had to be overcome. How they went about standardizing the Die design for different 

models, thereby eliminating set-up time would be shared during their case study presentation.

"Improve Quality. You automatically improve Productivity"-W.Edwards Deming

Contesting companies and their Case Study Summary

TOYOTA KIRLOSKAR 
AUTO PARTS

“Productivity is not just about doing more. Its about creating more impact with less work”



Ÿ Insightful plant visits to renowned manufacturing companies

Ÿ Cross learning from best manufacturing practices

Ÿ Listen to keynote presentations from industry leaders

Ÿ Learn innovative approaches to address productivity challenges

Ÿ Exchange new ideas & concepts – Knowledge networking   

Ÿ Ideal platform to interact and network with several manufacturing professionals

Key Take Aways

Who Should Participate?

CEOs, Top Management Executives, Senior Executives, Practicing engineers, Industry consultants 

and R&D Specialists from manufacturing industries Viz. Automotive, Auto components, Consumer 

durables, Machine tool, Tool rooms, Aerospace, Defence and Railway units, PSUs, General Engg. and 

other discrete manufacturing industries.

Ø L&T MHPS Turbine Generators, Surat - Capacity enhancement and Process optimisation 
 of  Blade manufacturing

When capacity constraints arise during a manufacturing process, especially on high cost machines, 

it is necessary to deep dive into the process and evaluate the adequacy and sequencing of the 

current style of operations in the existing setup. L&T re-jigged the machining activities of turbine 

blades where 5 Axis machines were generally used. They re-distributed operations into 3 Axis and  

4 Axis machines to free capacity on their 5 Axis machines, which enabled them to overcome the 

constraints.

Ø L&T MHPS Boilers, Surat - Custom designed machine, combining Turning and Milling 
 operations to reduce throughput time

L&T designed a customised Turn Mill Centre for machining of their critical components that have 

turning and milling features. This machine is a low cost solution as compared to a standard 4 Axis 

Turn Mill Centre and has a single saddle with interchangeable turning and milling heads that can be 

quickly interchanged using a Zero point clamping system.  

Ø Mahindra & Mahindra, Foundry Division, Kandivali - Frugal automation in Vent Poking 
 process for high pressure moulding line

There were certain repetitive manual operations that led to bottleneck, fatigue and quality issues in 

the existing legacy foundry line.  One such operation was the core lifting and vent hole poking. A 

suitable arrangement with scissor lift and a low cost automation (LCA) project of an automated vent 

poking machine was used to overcome this challenge, resulting in enhanced quality output, lower 

costs, thereby creating a safe and an ergonomic work environment.

Ø Toyota Kirloskar Auto Parts, Bangalore- Productivity Improvement in Transmission Lines

Transmission of Petrol and Diesel versions of vehicles had different manufacturing lines. The size of 

components differ, due to which it would be difficult to machine Petrol version components on 

Diesel line and vice versa. Toyota Kirloskar Auto Parts faced a major challenge to develop Diesel 

components on a Petrol line, which meant modifying 165 Running Machines in less than 6 months. 

Several innovative ideas were used to achieve this stiff target leading to optimal use of Production 

lines.

Ø TVS Motor Company, Hosur - Innovative approach to Chassis engineering and 
 manufacturing in Two-Wheeler segment

Frame welding of motor cycles at TVS Motor Company was a manual process due to its complexity, 

distortion and heat affected zones. Challenge faced was to shift from a totally manual process to a 

fully automated 100% robotic process. How they went about overcoming these challenges would 

be shared in this case study.

“Productivity is not just about doing more. Its about creating more impact with less work”



Pre-Summit Plant Visits

23 August 2018 (Thursday)

0700  :  0800 hrs  Registration

0900  :  1700 hrs  TOUR A : Royal Enfield & Rane Madras

   TOUR B : Brakes India & UCAL Fuel Systems

   TOUR C : Bonfiglioli Transmission & Super Auto Forge

Day 1 :  24 August 2018 (Friday)

0830  :  1000 hrs  Registration

1000  :  1135 hrs I naugural & Keynote Session:

                            Chief Guest          : Mr.M.M.Murugappan, Executive Chairman, Murugappa Group  
                            Guest of Honour : Dr.V.Sumantran, Independent Director, AUCAL Fuel Systems
                            Keynote Address : "Impact of Productivity on India's Manufacturing Competitiveness"

1135  :  1200 hrs Tea / Coffee

1200  :  1240 hrs Case Study 1 :  Capacity enhancement and Process optimisation of Blade

   manufacturing,     L&T MHPS Turbine Generators

1240  :  1245 hrs Change Over

1245  :  1325 hrs Keynote Address : “Driving growth through Productivity", Mr. V.N. Vijayaraghavan,   

   Managing  Director,  IM Gears                                      

1325  :  1455 hrs Lunch

1455  :  1515 hrs SME Case Study - Productivity approach as a tool for price sensitive critical component   

   manufacturing, Distinct Productivity Solutions

1515  :  1520 hrs Change Over

1520  :  1600 hrs Toyota Kirloskar     Case Study 2 : Productivity improvement in Transmission lines,

   Auto Parts

1600  :  1635 hrs Tea / Coffee

1635  :  1715 hrs  Keynote Address : "IoT implementation in Indian manufacturing – The way forward", 

   Mr. Dattatri Salagame, Vice President & Head of Digital Business, Robert Bosch
    Engineering & Business Solutions                                                                                                   

1715  :  1720 hrs Change Over

1720  :  1800 hrs Case Study 3 : Frugal automation in Vent Poking process for high pressure moulding 

   line, Mahindra & Mahindra, Foundry Division

1800 Onwards Networking evening with Cocktails and Dinner  

Day 2 :  25 August 2018 (Saturday)

0930  :  1010 hrs Case Study 4 : Innovative approach to Chassis engineering and manufacturing in Two

   Wheeler segment, TVS Motor Company

1010  :  1015 hrs Change Over

1015  :  1055 hrs Keynote Address : “Innovative ways of improving paint shop productivity with positive 

   impact on sustainability”, Mr. Abhay Dixit, Senior General Manager, Mahindra &
   Mahindra, Farm Equipment Sector

1055  :  1115 hrs Tea / Coffee

1115  :  1155 hrs Case Study 5 : Custom designed machine, combining Turning and Milling

   operations to reduce throughput time, L&T MHPS Boilers

1155  :  1200 hrs Change Over

1200  :  1240 hrs Hero Motocorp  Case Study 6 : SMED to ZERO minute change-over in Press shop,

1240  :  1400 hrs Lunch

1400  :  1440 hrs Case Study 7 : Cylinder head Productivity improvement with minimal    capital

   investment, Bajaj Auto

1440  :  1445 hrs Change Over 

1445 : 1525 hrs oKeynote Address : "Manufacturing Competitiveness – A 360  perspective",

   Mr. A.K. Taneja, Managing Director & CEO, Shriram Pistons & Rings

1525 : 1550 hrs Tea / Coffee

1550 - 1720 hrs IMTMA - Ace Micromatic Productivity      Championship Awards 2018 

   Presentation    Ceremony

Programme Schedule



Registration Fee

TOUR A  : Royal Enfield & Rane Madras

TOUR B  : Brakes India & UCAL Fuel Systems

TOUR C  :  Bonfiglioli Transmission & Super Auto Forge

23 August 2018 : For Pre-Summit Plant Visits 
Rs. 2500 Per Delegate for Tour A / Tour B / Tour C (Add 18% GST)

24-25 August 2018 : For Summit only (Per Delegate)

Companies nominating

upto 3 delegates

Companies nominating

more than 3 delegates

IMTMA Members, Micro and Small Enterprises, PSUs, 
Defence Establishments, Railways, Research & 
Educational Institutions

Rs. 5500* Rs. 5000*

Non-IMTMA Members , Large enterprises Rs. 6500* Rs. 6000*

Note   • Registration fee includes summit documentation and Lunch on Day 1 and 2

 • *Add 18% GST

 • Pre-payment of delegate fee is mandatory for confirmation of participation

 • Delegate fee is Non-refundable. However, change of nominations accepted

 • Micro And Small Enterprises companies must produce valid Certificate.

Registration for participation must be made online only. To register online, log on to www.productivity.imtma.in

For event details or any queries / clarifications during 'Online Registration' process, please contact

Abhishek, tel : 080-66246829; (abhishek@imtma.in), Prashant tel : 080-66246805; 
(prashant.k@imtma.in) Mobile : +91 9886611007

Constituted in 1946, Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers' Association (IMTMA) is a single point of contact for the machine tool industry in India. The 

apex body of machine tool industry in the country, IMTMA has a membership of about 500 companies from both the public and private sectors, 

manufacturing a wide range of metal-cutting and metal-forming machines, accessories, cutting tools and other allied equipment. The association 

has over the years deeply committed itself to focus on issues of productivity, quality, technology, new product development, design, customer 

satisfaction, etc. for enhancing competitiveness of the industry in both domestic and overseas markets. IMTMA is proactive in taking new initiatives 

to promote advancement of metalworking industry in India. IMTMA organises the prestigious IMTEX and Tooltech exhibition, where both Indian 

and overseas manufacturers showcase their metalworking machines, equipment and tools. Productivity Summit and IMTMA-ACE MICROMATIC 

Productivity Championship Awards are among the key initiatives of IMTMA.

About IMTMA

Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association

@ Bangalore International Exhibition Center (BIEC), 10th Mile, 

Tumkur Road, Madavara Post, Bangalore - 562 123

www.imtma.in

Ÿ    Plant Visits are open only to delegates participating in the summit and confirmation for plant visits will be at the sole discretion of the host

   companies.

Ÿ    A participant has the option of choosing either Plant Tour A or Plant Tour B or Plant Tour C, since these visits are concurrent. 

Ÿ    Registration for plant visits will be limited to 25 delegates only and will be taken on 'first-come-first’ basis. Delegates opting for Plant visits must

   register on or before 18 August 2018.

Note

Productivity Champions of yesteryears

..... and many more ….

Wheels India


